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Abstract Red blood cells (RBCs) make up 40-45%
of blood and play an important role in oxygen trans-

port. That transport depends on the RBC distribution
throughout the body, which is highly heterogeneous.
That distribution, in turn, depends on how RBCs are

distributed or partitioned at diverging vessel bifurca-
tions where blood flows from one vessel into two. Sev-
eral studies have used mathematical modeling to con-
sider RBC partitioning at such bifurcations in order to

produce useful insights. These studies, however, assume
that the vessel wall is a flat impenetrable homogeneous
surface. While this is a good first approximation, es-

pecially for larger vessels, the vessel wall is typically
coated by a flexible, porous endothelial glycocalyx or
endothelial surface layer (ESL) that is on the order

of 0.5-1 µm thick. To better understand the possible
effects of this layer on RBC partitioning, a diverging
capillary bifurcation is analyzed using a flexible, two-
dimensional model. In addition, the model is also used
to investigate RBC deformation and RBC penetration
of the ESL region when ESL properties are varied. The
RBC is represented using interconnected viscoelastic
elements. Stokes flow equations (viscous flow) model
the surrounding fluid. The flow in the ESL is modeled
using the Brinkman approximation for porous media
with a corresponding hydraulic resistivity. The ESL’s
resistance to compression is modeled using an osmotic
pressure. One cell passes through the bifurcation at a
time so there are no cell-cell interactions. A range of

physiologically relevant hydraulic resistivities and os-
motic pressure differences are explored. Decreasing hy-
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draulic resistivity and/or decreasing osmotic pressure
differences (ESL resistance to compression) produced

four behaviors: 1) RBC partitioning nonuniformity in-
creased slightly; 2) RBC deformation decreased; 3) RBC
velocity decreased relative to blood flow velocity; and 4)

RBCs penetrated more deeply into the ESL. Decreas-
ing the ESL’s resistance to flow and/or compression to
pathological levels could lead to more frequent cell ad-

hesion and clotting as well as impaired vascular regula-
tion due to weaker ATP and nitric oxide release. Poten-
tial mechanisms that can contribute to these behaviors
are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

This study focuses on two key players in blood flow

dynamics, red blood cell (RBC) partitioning and the

endothelial surface layer (ESL). At diverging vessel bi-

furcations where blood flows from one mother vessel

into two daughter vessels, RBCs are often partitioned

nonuniformly where, for instance, 5% of the RBCs go

into one daughter branch even though 25% of the to-

tal blood flow goes into that branch (Schmid-Schonbein

et al., 1980; Pries and Secomb, 2005). This contributes

to the heterogeneous microvascular RBC distribution

seen in vivo (Pries and Secomb, 2005). Experiments

also give evidence for a 0.5-1 µm ESL that lines ves-

sel walls (Secomb et al., 2001; Yen et al., 2012). This

contributes to vessel resistances that differ significantly

from those predicted by glass tubes (Pries et al., 1997).

Further studies suggest the ESL has additional roles in

shear-stimulated blood flow regulation (Fu and Tarbell,

2013) and in adhesion of platelets (Vink et al., 2000),

leukocytes (Mulivor and Lipowsky, 2002), and RBCs to

vessel walls (Oberleithner et al., 2015).

Here we use a mathematical model to consider the

transport of RBCs as they pass one at a time through

an ESL-lined diverging capillary bifurcation. The study

helps improve understanding of how ESL properties

may affect RBC partitioning, deformation during par-

titioning, and the extent to which RBCs may inter-

act with the ESL at bifurcations. This, in turn, can

give insight into how ESL properties may affect the

distribution and activities of other blood transported

objects such as oxygen, which is carried by RBCs, other

metabolites, drugs, platelets, and white blood cells. This

can prove useful in studies of pathologies such as tumor

vascularization (Kimura et al., 1996), vascular occlu-

sions (Zhao et al., 2020), sickle cell anemia (Williams

and Thein, 2018), and malaria (Fedosov et al., 2011).

Along with liquid plasma, RBCs are the primary

constituents of blood by percentage, comprising 40-45%

of its volume. At rest, RBCs are shaped like biconcave

discs with a diameter of about 8 µm and a width of

about 2 µm. They have a concentrated hemoglobin solu-

tion interior, a lipid bilayer membrane, and a cytoskele-

ton anchored into that membrane. This combination

produces a viscoelastic response to deformation. RBCs

are highly deformable and capable of passing through

capillary vessels with diameters as small as approxi-

mately 2.7 µm (Secomb and Pries, 2013). Their flexi-

bility and finite size contribute to the nonuniform par-

titioning seen at diverging vessel bifurcations.

During experiments RBCs have undergone either

“classical partitioning” or “reverse partitioning”. In clas-

sical partitioning, the high flow downstream branch gets

disproportionately more RBCs than the other branch.

For example, the high flow branch may take 75% of

the total blood flow and 90% of the RBCs. The phe-

nomenon has been frequently referred to as the Zweifach-

Fung effect (Svanes and Zweifach, 1968; Fung, 1973)

and/or plasma skimming. To explain the Zweifach-Fung

effect, Fung (1973) considered a circle centered on a

separating background fluid streamline in a bifurcation

(separates blood entering high flow branch from blood

entering low flow branch). He explained that the finite

size of the circle should lead to shear and pressure forces

that point the circle’s trajectory towards the high flow

branch (cell screening). For plasma-skimming, shear-

induced migration of RBCs away from vessel walls cre-

ate cell-free layers near the wall that low flow branches

sample from during partitioning. This leads to a higher

fraction of plasma in those branches (Li et al., 2012).

In “reverse partitioning”, the high flow downstream

branch gets fewer RBCs, e.g. 75% of the blood flow

and only 60% of the red blood cells. Past studies (see

Balogh and Bagchi (2018)) for a more thorough review)

suggest this may be due to asymmetric upstream activ-

ity including situations where RBCs entering the bifur-

cation typically enter on the low flow, instead of high

flow, side of the bifurcation (skewed hematocrit profile).

Strong evidence suggests reverse partitioning occurs rel-

atively frequently and that it plays an important role

in microvascular RBC distribution (Balogh and Bagchi,

2018; Mantegazza et al., 2020a).

Here, due to the simplified and symmetric nature

of the study, only classical partitioning is considered.

This is especially because of the added focus in this

initial study on more specific details of RBC dynamics

including RBC deformation and ESL penetration. Past

results indicate that important parameters for parti-

tioning include the fraction of bulk blood entering a

branch, the ratio of the two daughter vessel diameters,

the size of the mother vessel, the average hematocrit

in the region, and the upstream hematocrit distribu-

tion (Pries et al., 1989). More recent studies consid-

ered the effects of varying downstream hematocrits on

partitioning (Chang et al., 2017) and on how succes-

sive bifurcations may affect upstream hematocrit dis-

tributions and the resulting partitioning (Balogh and

Bagchi, 2018; Pskowski et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2019).

Some of these studies and results specific to the ESL’s

effect on partitioning are discussed below.

Using a model , Barber et al. (2008) showed that

RBC partitioning behavior in small capillary bifurca-

tions at low RBC concentrations, or hematocrits, could

be explained by three clearly defined effects. In the fi-

nite size effect, the finite size of the RBC limits how

close the RBC’s center of mass can get to straight vessel
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walls. Assuming cells follow background fluid stream-

lines and are inhibited by this finite size effect can, in

fact, explain a large majority, but not all, of typical

nonuniform RBC partitioning behavior where high flow

branches claim a disproportionately large percentage of

red blood cells. In the migration effect, which is due to

the flexibility of the RBC, RBC’s tend to migrate to-

wards the center of a vessel upstream of a bifurcation.

This moves cells that are near low flow branches closer

to high flow branches and causes high flow branches

to claim even more RBCs than usual and produces

more nonuniform partitioning. In the obstruction effect,

RBCs that obstruct a downstream branch tend to be

pulled into that branch in order to maintain flow conser-

vation downstream of the cell. This effect tends to pull

RBCs near high flow branches into low flow branches

instead, which encourages more uniform partitioning. A

later study by Barber et al. (2011) showed that RBC in-

teractions cause more uniform partitioning, in general.

In both cases, Barber’s quantitative results for both

single (Barber et al., 2008) and paired (Barber et al.,

2011) cells agreed well with Pries et al.’s (Pries et al.,

1989; Pries and Secomb, 2005) empirically derived RBC

partitioning function.

The endothelial glycocalyx (EGL) is made of two

semi-distinct layers of membrane-bound macromolecules.

The inner layer has been observed to have a quasi-

periodic matrix structure (Squire et al., 2001) associ-

ated with bush-like configurations of fibers (Rostgaard

and Qvortrup, 1997) anchored into the endothelial cells

that form the vessel wall. This layer extends approxi-

mately 0.05-0.4 µm from the vessel wall (Curry et al.,

2020). It then transitions into an outer layer, often re-

ferred to as the endothelial surface layer, or ESL. The

ESL is made up of a more porous, loosely structured

gel-like solution (Curry et al., 2020) which extends from

the inner layer out into the vessel lumen a distance of,

when combined with the inner layer, approximately 1

µm or more (Secomb et al., 2001; Yen et al., 2012).

The structure and function of these two layers has

been studied extensively. Often, researchers have looked

at properties of one of the layers while neglecting the

other. This has sometimes led to confusion in termi-

nology and the state and role of the osmotic pressure

differences across the layers (Weinbaum et al., 2007;

Curry et al., 2020). A primary function of the inner

layer is its role as a molecular sieve for plasma proteins

at the microvascular wall (Levick, 2004). This results

in a significant colloidal osmotic pressure drop across

the layer of approximately 1.5 × 102 dyn/cm2, plac-

ing structural components in the inner layer in a state

of compression (Weinbaum et al., 2007). At the same

time, observations suggest that flowing RBCs (≥ 20

µm/s) do not invade the EGL while slower or station-

ary RBCs penetrate the EGL region (Vink and Dul-

ing, 2000). This suggests the outer layer, in general,

resists compression. Based on the hypothesis that the

structural components in the outer layer, filaments, re-

sist flattening because of the colloidal osmotic pressures

generated by plasma proteins in the ESL, Secomb et al.

(1998, 2001) found that an osmotic pressure increase of

20 dyn/cm2 is sufficient to exclude flowing RBCs from

the layer, yet small enough to allow an RBC to com-

pletely compress the layer while stationary (Vink and

Duling, 1996). This predicted increase in osmotic pres-

sure places the ESL structural components in a state of

tension rather than compression. These varying predic-

tions (tension versus compression) for osmotic pressure

differences in the EGL can be readily explained by the

bi-layer model.

RBCs interact most with the outer ESL as they pass

through the microvasculature and we limit our consid-

erations to that layer. Besides its resistance to com-

pression, the ESL is also known to impede the flow of

plasma, which significantly increases flow resistance in

microvessels when compared to in vitro studies of ves-

sels with equal dimensions (Secomb et al., 2002). Mod-

eling the ESL as a porous medium with a corresponding

hydraulic resistivity and a resistive osmotic pressure dif-

ference, Secomb et al. (1998) was able to obtain vessel

flow resistance estimates that agreed with experiment.

The above modeling results suggested that the ESL’s

ability to resist flow (hydraulic resistivity) and com-

pression (osmotic pressure difference) play a strong role

in these two important experimentally observed phe-

nomenon, the significant difference between flow resis-

tance in vivo vs in vitro and the ability for RBCs to take

on different shapes and penetrate the ESL depending on

flow speed. Because of these observations, we chose to

include these two properties in our model of the ESL. In

addition, accurate modeling of RBC-ESL interactions

should include model components that can affect RBC

penetration of the ESL by pushing cells away from the

vessel wall, in this case the osmotic pressure difference

(Secomb et al., 1998).

Besides hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pressure

difference, there are other potentially important ESL

properties including ESL width (Secomb et al., 1998,

2001), structure (Curry et al., 2020), and adhesivity

(Vink and Duling, 2000). As observed in vivo, the ESL

is not a uniform thickness in all vessels, and is often ir-

regular in structure (Curry et al., 2020). This can have

an effect on flow dynamics. For instance, the results in

Secomb et al. (1998) show that varying the ESL width

(still assuming uniform structure) could change the flow

resistance. To simplify geometries considered and main-
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tain study feasibility in terms of number of free param-

eters, the model used here neglects ESL irregularity

and instead assumes a homogeneous ESL of uniform

width. Additionally, sufficient cell penetration into the

ESL may lead to cell adhesion (Vink and Duling, 2000),

which can, for instance, slow cells as they move down a

vessel. Again, to maintain model and study simplicity,

we have not this factor. Despite these omissions, includ-

ing just the resistance to flow and compression allowed

us to reproduce results that agree relatively well with

experiment including similar flow resistance estimates

(see Secomb et al. (1998) for a similar validation) and

partitioning estimates (Pries and Secomb, 2005).

In addition to the previously mentioned studies, mod-

els have been used in many other contexts to better

understand partitioning behavior at bifurcations. Bar-

ber et al. (2011) used a similar model to not only show

cell-cell interactions generate more uniform partition-

ing, they also identified three main types of interac-

tions: trade-off interactions, herding interactions, and

following interactions. Trade-off interactions, the more

prevalent of the three main types, produced more uni-

form partitioning overall, while herding and following

interactions promoted less uniform partitioning. Trade-

off interactions happen when the leading cell entering a

daughter branch causes the following cell to enter the al-

ternative branch. When the front cell enters one branch,

it effectively carries a large amount of volume with it

into that branch. To maintain the flow split in the bi-

furcation (e.g. 25% out one daughter branch and 75%

out the other), the back cell enters the opposite branch.

Herding interactions happen when the following cell en-

tering a daughter branch causes the leading cell to enter

the same branch. Similarly, following interactions occur

when the leading cell entering a daughter branch causes

the following cell to enter the same branch. In the two

latter cases, this is caused by the cells being very close

together which, in turn, causes the cells to move as a

single object.

Balogh and Bagchi (2018) used a model to study

many RBCs in a large three-dimensional network of

vessels featuring multiple successive bifurcations, both

converging and diverging. They identified and studied

some underlying cellular scale mechanisms including re-

verse partitioning. They found two main cell mecha-

nisms that are responsible for increased reverse parti-

tioning: asymmetry in the RBC distribution upstream

of diverging vessel bifurcations and temporary and fluc-

tuating increases in the RBC concentration in the bifur-

cation region. Asymmetry in RBC distributions arises

due to the partitioning behavior at previously encoun-

tered bifurcations and is more likely to affect partition-

ing in series of bifurcations in relatively close succes-

sion. In cases of increased concentration of cells near

bifurcations, reverse partitioning arises due to a mech-

anism analogous to the previously described trade-off

interactions.

Models have also been used to understand the effects

of the ESL outside of microvessel bifurcations. Damiano

(1998) used mixture theory to model the ESL as a lin-

early elastic solid under deformation. He found that the

presence of the ESL contributed to a significant increase

in resistance and reduction in hematocrit in capillary

tubes. These results matched qualitatively with exper-

imental results. Hariprasad and Secomb (2012) later

modeled the effect of the ESL on RBC shapes. They

found that the ESL led to two different possible steady

state shapes that might result as they travel along the

tube. These differences were observed for differing val-

ues of the hydraulic resistivity in the ESL chosen from

a range of physiologically realistic values. Despite these

efforts, and others (Obrist et al., 2010; Lücker et al.,

2015), such studies do not consider both the ESL and

RBC partitioning in conjunction.

Relatively little work has been done to consider how

the ESL may affect partitioning. Chang et al. (2017)

studied how occlusive feedback could encourage more

uniform partitioning. In occlusive feedback, downstream

vessels with higher hematocrits raise vessel resistance,

lower vessel flow, and claim fewer cells in the future re-

ducing the hematocrit back to lower levels, Their con-

sideration of the ESL, however, was limited to how

higher hematocrits and how the ESL affects the flow

resistance in downstream branches with more/thicker

ESL encouraging more uniform partitioning. Other non-

ESL focused studies have also been used to make ESL-
related conjectures. For instance, Barber et al. (2011)

predicted that the ESL would reduce the effective vessel

width of the vessel, which, based on their results, would

lead to more downstream vessel obstruction and more

nonuniform partitioning. Additionally, they predicted

that the layer would reduce the tendency of cells to

linger at the bifurcation thereby reducing cell-cell inter-

actions, which would also lead to more nonuniform par-

titioning. Other experimentalists have put forth simi-

larly motivated conjectures like these (Pries et al., 1997;

Desjardins and Duling, 1990). Microfluidic studies have

also conjectured that the presence of the ESL may not

significantly affect partitioning, based on their results

agreeing relatively well with in vivo results (Mantegazza

et al., 2020a,b), These studies, however, focused primar-

ily on network effects and without any ESL they are

unable to comment on how the ESL affects red blood

cell dynamics. Studies specifically targeting the ESL’s

role in partitioning that include the corresponding red

blood cell dynamics are not available, to our knowledge.
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Here we consider both the ESL and RBC partition-

ing using a two-dimensional mechanical model of iso-

lated RBCs passing one at a time through a diverg-

ing capillary bifurcation. The focus here is restricted to

three major aspects of RBC dynamics in a single diverg-

ing capillary bifurcation. The first major aspect is the

partitioning of RBCs into one or the other downstream

daughter branch. The second major aspect is the de-

formation of cells as they pass through the bifurcation.

The third is how deeply the RBCs penetrate the ESL

(ESL penetration) when they encounter the ESL. While

other events can occur (e.g. oxygen release), to main-

tain a feasible study, we consider just these three major

aspects whose consideration requires only a strictly me-

chanical model.

As previously discussed, RBC partitioning can af-

fect the distribution of RBCs, and other blood con-

stituents, throughout the microvasculature.

Mechanical deformation of RBCs has been linked

to release of various metabolites including adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) and nitric oxide (NO). For instance,

Bor-Kucukatay et al. (2003) devised an experimental

study in vitro that showed a significant link between

NO concentration and RBC deformability as quantified

by an elongation index. Following experimental studies

by Forsyth et al. (2011, 2012), Zhang et al. (2018) de-

veloped a model that predicts ATP release using the

level of shear stress experienced in the cell membrane

as well as its curvature. They predicted that the highest

rates of these factors are observed in diverging bifurca-

tions, indicating that the highest rates of ATP release

are located at vessel bifurcations as well.

Deeper ESL penetration has been associated with

impaired microvascular function and with increased dam-

age in the ESL that can occur in multiple pathological

scenarios including cardiovascular disease, end-stage re-

nal disease, stroke, and thrombosis (Lee et al., 2014;

Weisel and Litvinov, 2019). RBC penetration of the

ESL has also been associated with a greater likelihood

for cellular adhesion. For instance, Vink et al. (2000)

used oxidized low-density lipoproteins to damage the

ESL and reduce the gap between RBCs and endothe-

lial cells (ECs). The gap size, or penetration depth,

correlated well with the number of platelets observed

to adhere to the EC surface. Further evidence is of-

fered by Oberleithner et al. (2015) where ESL damage,

correlated with ESL penetration, led to an increase in

adhesive interactions between RBCs and ECs via en-

dothelial structures such as epithelial sodium channels.

While there tends to be more interest in adhesion of

platelets and leukocytes due to their important throm-

botic and inflammatory roles, RBC adhesion has not

only been seen to occur, it has also been correlated with

microcirculatory disorders (Yedgar et al., 2008). RBCs

that have adhered to walls can significantly disrupt nor-

mal blood flow in vessels and alter the hemodynamics

taking place in a given system. In addition, RBC adhe-

sion can further result in increased RBC damage and

impaired RBC function (Oberleithner, 2013).

Secomb et al. (2007) developed a two-dimensional

viscoelastic model similar to the one used in these stud-

ies. It was calibrated using data on RBC motion in

shear flow (tank-treading). It was then used to repro-

duce the physiological shape of an RBC as it passed

along a bifurcation made up of smooth vessels. In later

work, Barber et al. used the model to reproduce parti-

tioning estimates for both single (Barber et al., 2008)

and paired (Barber et al., 2011) cells. Their predictions

of partitioning behavior at low hematocrit and for the

rate at which partitioning changes as hematocrit is in-

creased agreed well with Pries et al.’s (Pries et al., 1989;

Pries and Secomb, 2005) empirically derived RBC par-

titioning function. Similarly, the ESL model used here

was used by Secomb et al. (1998) to produce estimates

for vessel resistances that agreed with experiment. This

gives evidence that the models used here are capable of

producing physiologically realistic and relevant insights.

By combining these two past models, one for RBC

motion and the other for ESL dynamics, we investigate

the effects of varying the hydraulic resistivity and the

osmotic pressure difference between the ESL and the

free flowing region (referred to as the “osmotic pres-

sure difference in the ESL”, or simply as the “osmotic

pressure difference” henceforth). The results show that

decreasing the hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pres-

sure difference promotes more nonuniform partitioning,

more ESL penetration, and, usually, leads to less defor-

mation. In addition, we show that physiologically re-

alistic parameters of hydraulic resistivity and osmotic

pressure within the ESL can lead to sufficient penetra-

tion by RBCs at diverging vessel bifurcations for possi-

ble cell adhesion to take place in pathological scenarios.

2 Methods

In the following subsections details for the computa-

tional model and its analysis are given. As a summary,

the RBC is modeled as a two-dimensional network of

viscoelastic elements surrounded by fluid, as done pre-

viously in Barber et al. (2011). The ESL is modeled as

a porous medium that resists compression, which com-

bines approaches from Hariprasad and Secomb (2012)

and Secomb et al. (1998). The blood vessel bifurcation

configuration used (Figure 1a) and its geometry and

accompanying boundary conditions were chosen to ap-

proximately match the vessel geometries used in Barber
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et al. (2008) and Hariprasad and Secomb (2012). A fi-

nite element program, FlexPDE (PDE Solutions Inc,

2021), is used to solve the coupled fluid-solid equations

for the membrane velocities at prescribed times. An

adaptive time integrator uses those velocities to obtain

RBC trajectories. Multiple metrics are used to quan-

tify how varying ESL porosity and rigidity affects RBC

partitioning (Barber et al., 2008), deformation (Barber

and Zhu, 2019), and penetration of the ESL.

2.1 Mathematical Modeling

The fluid in the microvessel bifurcation is modeled us-

ing viscous flow equations for the free flowing plasma

and porous media flow equations for the fluid in the

ESL. The RBC itself is modeled using interconnected

viscoelastic and purely viscous elements. Membrane or

mechanical equilibrium equations (Evans and Skalak,

1979) are used to couple the fluid and solid models.

2.1.1 Modeling Fluid Flow

The suspending medium in the non-ESL region is as-

sumed to be a low Reynolds number (O(0.01)) incom-

pressible flow so that it is well approximated by the

Stokes flow equations:

∇ · σ = 0; ∇ · u = 0. (1)

u = (u(x, y), v(x, y)) is the two-dimensional velocity

field and the corresponding components of stress are:

σ = µ(∇u+∇uT )− pI. (2)

p(x, y) is the pressure field, I is the identity matrix, and

µ is the fluid’s dynamic viscosity.

Following past work (Secomb et al., 1998; Hariprasad

and Secomb, 2012), the flow in the ESL is modeled by

assuming the layer acts as a porous medium that has a

relatively high hydraulic resistivity and a width that is

roughly 1 µm (w = 1 µm). In particular, a Brinkman

approximation (Brinkman, 1947) models the flow in the

ESL by introducing drag on the fluid in the porous

medium that is proportional to the fluid’s velocity:

∇ · σ = κv(d)u. (3)

The hydraulic resistivity κv(d) is assumed to depend on

the distance to the vessel wall, d, and is given by:

κv(d) = κ
1

2
erfc

(
d− w
L

)
. (4)

erfc() denotes the complementary error function and

κ gives the maximum hydraulic resistivity in the layer.

The value of L = 0.157 µm was chosen by Secomb et al.

(1998) so that most of the variation in κv(d) occurs over

a distance of around 0.4 µm, which was shown to pro-

duce realistic vessel flow resistance estimates. Accord-

ingly, within w−0.4/2 = 0.8 µm of the vessel wall, κv(d)

is a large approximately constant (0.96κ ≤ κv ≤ κ)

value and porous flow occurs. Similarly, κv(d) is ap-

proximately zero (≤ 0.04κ) farther than w+0.4/2 = 1.2

µm away from the wall and Stokes flow occurs. The hy-

draulic resistivity (and ESL osmotic pressure difference,

discussed later) is modeled using a diffuse rather than a

sharp boundary because: 1. smoother dynamics result

in/near the ESL region, which allows for larger time

steps and faster simulations while still maintaining the

same level of numerical accuracy and 2. results using a

sharp boundary produce similar (though less smooth)

dynamics and partitioning behavior suggesting that the

choice is relatively unimportant for the final results.

The fluid domain is pictured in Figure 1a with flow

coming in on the left through the larger mother ves-

sel and flow exiting out two daughter vessels on the

right. The origin is located at the intersection of the

three vessel centerlines and the labeled arrows show the

positive x and y directions. The length of each vessel,

measured from the origin along the vessel centerline to

the vessel inlet/outlet, is given by Lv0 = Lv1 = Lv2 =

5(w0 − 2w)/2, consistent with (Barber et al., 2008).

The inlet pressure is set to zero and the velocity and

pressure’s normal derivative (more in Numerical Meth-

ods) on the outlets are prescribed to match the flow

profile for well-developed flow in a tube with a 1 µm

thick porous layer with hydraulic resistivity κ along its

walls. While this differs from using the flow profile for

well-developed flow in a tube with variable hydraulic

resistivity of κv across its width, the two flow profiles

are very similar far away from the outlets. In particu-

lar, for the simulations here, the cells are always > 5

µm away from the boundaries where the difference in

flow profiles due to the two different outflow conditions

are always approximately 0.025%. The first of the two

flow profiles, however, was significantly easier to reli-

ably implement in FlexPDE. The boundary conditions

at the solid vessel walls are no-slip. Other choices for

geometry dimensions (e.g. w and w0), orientation (e.g.

θ1 and θ2), and total vessel flux (Q0) are discussed in

Parameter Values and Initial Conditions.

2.1.2 Modeling Red Blood Cells

The two-dimensional red blood cell model represents a

cross-section through the center of the cell. It is dis-

cretized into a loop of n external nodes that are con-

nected by n external line segments and connected to

internal line segments that connect to a single inter-
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a

b

c

Node

Node

Node

Fig. 1 a Geometry of the fluid domain with vessel widths of
w0 = 10 µm and w1 = w2 = 8.35 µm including an ESL width
of w = 1 µm. Daughter branches bifurcate at θ1 = θ2 = 45◦

angles from the mother vessel. The radii of the circular arcs
that link the vessel walls in the bifurcation are all r = 2 µm.
The x-axis runs parallel to the axis of the mother vessel, while
the y-axis runs perpendicular. b The two-dimensional model
of a discretized RBC as a set of nodes (e.g. Node i and i+ 1)
connected to each other by external viscoelastic elements of
length li and connected to a central node (Node 0) by inter-
nal viscous elements of length Li. c Summary of forces acting
on Node i including membrane tensions (t̄i−1 and t̄i), bend-
ing resistance (mi; curved arrow), internal viscous resistances
(Ti), internal pressure (pint), external fluid (σ · n) and ESL
(posm) forces. Also included is the arclength s that gives the
distance from Node i along the ith external element and is
used when calculating force balances for each node

nal node (Figure 1b). Using n = 20 produces results

that agree with experiment (Secomb et al., 2007; Bar-

ber et al., 2008, 2011; Hariprasad and Secomb, 2012).

To represent the membrane’s viscoelastic resistance to

deformation, each external segment is modeled as a

viscous and an elastic component connected in paral-

lel. To represent the membrane’s resistance to bend-

ing, a bending moment is introduced at each external

node between each external segment. Finally, to repre-

sent both the effects of the internal viscosity of the cell

as well as the viscous resistance of the cell membrane

to out-of-plane deformations, each internal segment is

comprised of a solely viscous component.

The ith external node at position xi is connected to

the ith internal segment and external segments labeled

i− 1 (between Node i− 1 and i) and i (between Node i

and i+1). The internal node is labeled as Node 0. Dur-

ing deformation, the ith external segment experiences

a tension force ti(s), a shear force qi(s), and a bending

moment mi(s), where s is the distance along the ele-

ment from node i toward node i+ 1, li is the length of

the ith external segment, and 0 ≤ s ≤ li.
In addition to external fluid forces, the model also

accounts for ESL-mediated forces that can arise when

the red blood cell compresses the ESL. Secomb et al.

(1998) modeled the ESL’s resistance to compression by

assuming the ESL exhibits a slightly elevated colloid os-

motic pressure due to the adsorption of plasma protein

molecules. Following Secomb et al. (1998), the effective

pressure resulting from this osmotic pressure difference

is modeled in the same way as the hydraulic resistivity:

posm = ∆πp
1

2
erfc

(
d− w
L

)
(5)

∆πp is a constant corresponding to the maximum dif-

ference between the osmotic pressures in the ESL and

the vessel lumen. posm has a minimal direct effect on

the fluid motion and so is not found in the fluid equa-

tions. It directly affects the red blood cells that pen-

etrate the ESL with the osmotic or resistive forces in

the compacted ESL pushing the RBCs back away from

the vessel wall. The resulting altered RBC motion, in

turn, alters the nearby fluid motion through the no-slip

boundary conditions on the RBC boundary.

An internal pressure is also used in the model. While

many other two-dimensional approaches model the in-

terior fluid of the RBC using incompressible fluid equa-

tions, this model has been explicitly calibrated and val-

idated in Secomb et al. (2007) and Barber et al. (2008)

using experimental pictures of RBC cross-sections. Such

cross-sections are not incompressible in the sense that

their visible two-dimensional cross-sectional areas can

and do fluctuate during experiments. Despite this, three-
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dimensional red blood cell volume conservation (due to

fluid incompressibility) and membrane area conserva-

tion (the RBC membrane has approximately constant

surface area over the time scales considered here) do

cause such cross-sectional areas to conform to approxi-

mate (not strict) area conservation. This is enforced in

the model by introducing a pressure to the interior of

the cell:

pint = kp

(
1− A

Aref

)
. (6)

Aref is a constant reference area and kp is a constant

giving the strength with which the approximate area

conservation is enforced.

The average tension in the ith external segment is

given by:

t̄i = kt

(
li
l0
− 1

)
+ µext

1

li

dli
dt
. (7)

kt is the elastic modulus, l0 is the reference length of the

segment, and µext is the viscosity. The first and second

term on the right hand side correspond to the elastic

and viscous components of the element. Linear elas-

tic elements and viscous elements that are linear with

respect to dli/dt are used for simplicity. The internal

segments are purely viscous with the average tension in

the ith internal segment given by:

Ti = µint
1

Li

dLi

dt
. (8)

µint is the viscosity and Li is the length of the ith in-

ternal segment.

The resistance of the cell membrane to bending can

be modeled by including bending moments at each ex-

ternal node:

mi(s = 0) = −kbαi

l0
(9)

where kb is the bending modulus and αi is the exterior

angle between external segments i− 1 and i.

2.1.3 Model Coupling

The coupling of the cell membrane stresses with the

external stresses are given by the following equations of

membrane or mechanical equilibria (Evans and Skalak,

1979):

dti
ds

= −gi;
dqi
ds

= −fi;
dmi

ds
= qi. (10)

gi(s) and fi(s) are the tangential and normal compo-

nents of the fluid stresses.

The external fluid stresses, osmotic pressure differ-

ence, and interior pressure combine to give the follow-

ing equation for the external stresses acting upon the

ith external segment:

gi = tTi σni; fi = nT
i σni + pint − posm. (11)

ni and ti are the unit vectors normal and tangential to

the ith external segment and point away from and coun-

terclockwise to the cell interior, respectively. When gi is

a positive value, the fluid pulls on the cell membrane in

a counterclockwise direction while a positive value of fi
corresponds to the fluid pulling the membrane outward.

Integrating the above expression for dmi/ds gives

the average shear stress, q̄i, in the external segments

in terms of the exterior angles at either end of the ith

segment, angles αi and αi+1:

q̄i =
kb(αi − αi+1)

lil0
(12)

Appropriate integration and manipulation of the re-

maining mechanical equilibrium equations yields the

forces acting on the endpoints of the external segments:

ti(0) = t̄i +
1

li

∫ li

0

(li − s)gi(s)ds;

ti(li) = t̄i +
1

li

∫ li

0

sgi(s)ds;

qi(0) = q̄i +
1

li

∫ li

0

(li − s)fi(s)ds;

qi(li) = q̄i +
1

li

∫ li

0

sfi(s)ds.

(13)

The internal segments are not acted upon by any fluid.

At the ith external node, the equilibrium of forces

can be written as the following equation:

ti(0)ti − ti−1(li−1)ti−1 − qi(0)ni

+ qi−1(li−1)ni−1 + TiT i + f i,lub = 0.
(14)

T i is the unit vector pointing into the cell interior along

the ith internal segment and f i,lub are additional “lu-

brication” forces that are set to zero unless a cell node is

within 0.01 µm from another object. f i,lub is discussed

in more detail in Numerical Methods. At the internal

node, the equilibrium of forces can be written as:

n∑
i=1

TiT i = 0. (15)

These “nodal equations” form a system of 2(n+1) = 42

linear equations for each red blood cell. They describe

the balance of forces at each node in terms of the un-

known nodal velocities, {ui = ẋi}ni=0, and unknown

fluid velocities near the external elements.
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These equations are further coupled to the surround-

ing fluid through the use of no-slip conditions at the cell

membrane. The velocity of the membrane along the ith

external element, ui,m(s), is estimated using linear in-

terpolation and the unknown membrane nodal veloci-

ties:

ui,m(s) =
li − s
li

ui +
s

li
ui+1 (16)

The fluid velocities along the membrane are required to

match these interpolated membrane velocities yielding

boundary conditions for the fluid on the cell boundary

that involve the 2(n + 1) unknown membrane nodal

velocities.

The resulting coupled fluid-nodal equations for the

force balance in this system involve both unknown mem-

brane nodal velocities and unknown fluid velocities. Flex-

PDE solves (effectively a solely spatial solve) these cou-

pled equations to obtain estimates for all unknown in-

stantaneous velocities at that particular time. The mem-

brane nodal velocities that are found in this way can

then be used to obtain the long-term motion of the red

blood cells.

2.2 Numerical Methods

The coupled system of equations describing the motion

of the red blood cells and the surrounding plasma is

solved using the finite-element package FlexPDE. Cubic

finite elements are used. The solvers utilized by Flex-

PDE are structured in such a way that the incompress-

ibility condition ∇ · u = 0 cannot be specified exactly.

Instead, we use the condition that:

∇2p = K∇ · u. (17)

Choosing K = µ/L2
res = 1 × 108 dyn·s/cm4, where

Lres = 1 × 10−5 cm = 0.1 µm is the approximate de-

sired length scale of incompressibility resolution, was

found to sufficiently approximate the incompressibil-

ity of the fluid (Secomb et al., 2007; Barber et al.,

2008). Using this Laplacian-based penalty method for

approximate incompressibility requires prescribing ad-

ditional boundary conditions for the pressure. We set

∂p/∂n = 0 at all but the inlets and outlets (see 2.1.1).

For the large value of K chosen, results do not seem

dependent on these extra boundary conditions.

During simulations, red blood cells can experience

relatively rapid changes in dynamics as they encounter

vessel walls or rapid changes in ESL properties. The

adaptive mesh generator utilized by FlexPDE helps bet-

ter resolve such changes by creating an increasingly re-

fined mesh in narrow channels between red blood cells

10 μm

Fig. 2 A representative example of the discretized flow do-
main. Triangle edges and corresponding nodes fall along the
ESL boundary feature (red). The feature at the far wall is bro-
ken into two sections no less than 0.1 µm from the cell. This
is to prevent very small triangles in the gaps between the red
blood cell and ESL boundaries and resulting slow converging
iterative methods due to poorly conditioned matrices

and other objects, as well as in regions of sharp changes

in the ESL hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pressure

difference. In particular, FlexPDE refines the mesh so

that its estimates for local relative errors are less than

1e-3. For a representative example of the discretized

flow domain, see Figure 2.

In extreme cases where red blood cells are within

0.01 µm of the vessel wall (� Lres = 0.1 µm), the

penalty condition is unable to appropriately enforce in-

compressibility in the fluid. This results in cells that

unrealistically collide in finite time with the vessel wall.

In fact, when red blood and endothelial cells are close

enough to each other, the surface roughness on the cells

(e.g., red blood cells have their own glycocalyx that pro-

trudes from the cell approximately 0.01 µm (Heinrich

et al., 2001)) begins to initiate solid-solid interactions

with each other and limit how close those cells can be-

come. To limit such collisions we follow Barber (2009)

and augment the nodal equations for nodes within 0.01

µm of a vessel wall or other object by adding a non-zero

lubrication force, f i,lub, that resists collisions.

To derive a reasonable estimate for such a resistive

force, the cell node in question is temporarily replaced

by a short (0.1 µm) lubrication segment parallel to the

other object. This better represents the physiological

membrane as membranes typically do not have corners

and the short lubrication segment approximates what
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the region would look like if the corner represented by

the node was smoothed. Lubrication theory is then used

to derive an estimate for the force acting on the corner

in terms of the relative velocities between the two ob-

jects:

f i,lub = −µ

((
0.1

dl

)3

nwn
T
w +

(
0.1

dl

)
twt

T
w

)
ur (18)

dl is the distance between the two objects, nw points

from the node to the closest point on the other ob-

ject, tw is a vector perpendicular to nw, and ur is

the relative velocity between the two objects. We also

performed studies with increased penalty value K and

verified that adding lubrication elements produced sim-

ilar results that more strictly enforcing incompressibil-

ity produced except that increasing K significantly in-

creased computation time (approximately ∝ K).

For any given time step, tj , and set of nodal po-

sitions, {xi}ni=0, solving the coupled fluid-nodal equa-

tions using FlexPDE yields an estimate for the instan-

taneous velocity for each node on the membrane. We

can think of this as a complicated function that returns

the nodal velocities: ui = gi(tj ,x0, . . . ,xn). The po-

sitions, xi, can be found by integrating the ordinary

differential equations dxi/dt = gi(t,x0, . . . ,xn) = ui

for all i. Despite adaptive spatial refinement and use of

lubrication elements, however, using a reasonable con-

stant time step (e.g. approximately 1 ms) and a stan-

dard time integrator like forward Euler or the explicit

trapezoidal method can still result in unrealistic mem-

brane/boundary overlap. The integration with respect

to time is therefore performed using an adaptive second

order Runge-Kutta scheme:

uj
i,c = gi(tj ,x

j
0,c, . . . ,x

j
n,c)

xj+1
i,p = xj

i,c + dtpu
j
i,c

uj+1
i,p = gi(tj+1,x

j+1
0,p , . . . ,x

j+1
n,p )

xj+1
i,c = xj

i,c + dtc

(
2dtp − dtc

2dtp
uj
i,c +

dtc
dtp
uj+1
i,p

)
.

(19)

Subscript p corresponds to the “predictor” step while

subscript c corresponds to the “corrector” step. The

superscript j indicates the time step, tj , currently being

explored. When dtp = dtc, this becomes the explicit

trapezoidal or Heun’s method. If dtp 6= dtc, the method

is still second order accurate and has the same stability

region as Heun’s method, as determined by dtc. Here

dtp and dtc are both picked so that the distance between

any two points on the boundaries (cell membrane and

vessel wall) changes by no more than 10%, or 1% in the

ESL regions (when the cell’s distance to the vessel wall

is < 1 µm). A maximum time step of 1 ms was also

enforced.

2.3 Parameter Values and Initial Conditions

Red blood cell parameter values were taken from Bar-

ber et al. (2008). Those values were originally derived

in Secomb et al. (2007) by adjusting experimentally

obtained parameter values for red blood cells to pro-

duce observed rotational motion (tank-treading behav-

ior) of red blood cells subjected to shear flow. The re-

sulting parameters are a membrane shear elasticity of

kt = 0.012 dyn/cm, a membrane bending modulus of

kb = 9× 10−12 dyn·cm, a membrane viscous resistance

to in-plane deformation of µm = 2× 10−4 dyn·s/cm, a

membrane viscous resistance to out-of-plane deforma-

tion of µ′m = 1× 10−4 dyn·s/cm, a reference length for

the external segments of the membrane of l0 = 0.97 µm,

and a reference length for the cross-sectional area of a

red blood cell of Aref = 22.2 µm2. For the surrounding

fluid, the viscosity is set at µ = 1 cP. All parameters

are given in Table 1.

The branching domain considered here is as seen in

Figure 1 and is representative of a diverging vessel bi-

furcation in a capillary network. The mother branch is

taken to have a width of 8 µm, not including the width

of the ESL. To maximize consistency with Barber et al.

(2008), the widths of the vessels not including the ESL

were chosen so that (w0 − 2w)3 = (w1 − 2w)3 + (w2 −
2w)3, which arterioral vessel diameters have been shown

to approximately obey (Mayrovitz and Roy, 1983), and

the condition that the two daughter branches are the

same size yields 6.35 µm for the daughter vessel widths.

We also consider equal branching angles of 45◦. Past

studies have suggested that the branching angle does

not significantly affect cell partitioning (Pries and Sec-

omb, 2005; Barber et al., 2008). The total flow rate Q0

was set to be 8 µm2/ms for cases including an ESL, and

Q0 = 10 µm2/ms when κv was set to zero corresponding

to a vessel completely stripped of any ESL and effec-

tively 10 µm wide. This yields an average velocity in

the non-ESL portions of the mother vessels of approx-

imately 1 µm/ms. The fraction of bulk blood flow into

the upper daughter branch or the branch’s “flow split”

is given by Ψ1 = Q1/Q0.

Our simulations suggest that the choice for the mag-

nitude of Q0 (±50%) does not significantly affect red

blood cell dynamics. This is consistent with the obser-

vation that when u and p solve Stokes equations, so do

cu and cp, where c is any constant and the boundary

conditions are appropriately rescaled. In such cases ex-

pected dynamics (partitioning behavior, deformation,

penetration) are exactly the same with the exception

that they occur either more slowly or more quickly. In

our case, appropriate rescaling of boundary conditions

is not possible due to the elastic components in the cell.
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Table 1 Parameters in the model and the values used

Parameter Description Value Units

kp Approximate area conservation enforcement strength 50 dyn/cm2

kt Membrane shear elasticity 1.2× 10−2 dyn/cm

kb Membrane bending modulus 9× 10−12 dyn·cm

µext External element viscosity 2× 10−4 dyn·s/cm

µint Internal element viscosity 1× 10−4 dyn·s/cm

µ Dynamic viscosity of the surrounding fluid 1× 10−2 dyn·s/cm2

l0 Reference length of the external membrane segments 0.97 µm

Aref Reference area for the cross-sectional area of an RBC 22.2 µm2

K Penalty constant for enforcing incompressibility 1× 108 dyn·s/cm4

δlub Threshold below which lubrication forces are calculated 1× 10−2 µm

κ Maximum hydraulic resistivity for the ESL 0−∞ dyn·s/cm4

∆πp Maximum osmotic pressure difference 0−∞ dyn/cm2

Table 2 The combinations of maximum hydraulic resistivi-
ties (κ in dyn·s/cm4) and osmotic pressure differences (∆πp
in dyn/cm2) explored in the Results section

κ ∆πp Description

0 0 Absent ESL/denuded vessel wall

1× 106 20 Low pathological κ, low ∆πp

1× 107 20 Low physiological κ, low ∆πp

1× 108 20 High physiological κ, low ∆πp

1× 106 200 Low pathological κ, high ∆πp

1× 107 200 Low physiological κ, high ∆πp

1× 108 200 High physiological κ, high ∆πp

∞ ∞ Impermeable ESL (effectively an 8
µm wide mother vessel)

Nonetheless, simulations suggest that solutions/results

are approximately rescalable and flux-independent.

To better understand the effects of the ESL’s hy-

draulic resistivity and osmotic pressure differences on

partitioning, deformation, and red blood cell penetra-

tion of the ESL, simulations were performed using mul-

tiple sets of hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pressure

difference values. These sets are listed in Table 2. Set-

ting κ = ∆πp = 0 corresponds to a capillaries where the

ESL has been eliminated. κ = ∆πp = ∞ corresponds

to a capillary whose ESL is completely impenetrable by

flow and by red blood cells. This is equivalent to consid-

ering red blood cell motion in a diverging microvessel

bifurcation that has an 8 µm mother vessel and no ESL.

For the other cases, κ = 1 × 106 dyn·s/cm4 represents

a hydraulic resistivity that is low in comparison to nor-

mal physiology but has been observed experimentally

in certain pathological conditions (Pries et al., 1998).

κ = 1 × 107 dyn·s/cm4 is on the lower end of the nor-

mal physiological range while κ = 1 × 108 dyn·s/cm4

is on the upper end (Secomb et al., 1998). The osmotic

pressure differences of 20 and 200 dyn/cm2 correspond

to lower and upper physiological range estimates from

(Pries et al., 2000). These values corresponded to an os-

motic pressure difference of less than 1% and were ob-

tained by considering reproducing red blood cell exclu-

sion experiments where RBCs either fill or are excluded

from the outer edges of the vessel lumen, depending on

their speed of travel through the vessel.

The initial shape of the red blood cell for every simu-

lation is taken to be a circle with radius 2.66 µm. While

the three-dimensional equilibrium shape of a red blood

cell is a biconcave disc, red blood cells become highly

deformed in small capillaries and their cross sections

take on multiple different shapes in vivo. Rather than

choosing one of those arbitrary shapes and potentially

biasing results, a circular shape was used. Such shapes

quickly evolve into more realistic red blood cell cross

sections as dynamics proceed (Figure 5). This is espe-

cially true since the reference perimeter nl0 = 19.4 µm

is chosen to be larger than the initial circular diameter

of 2 · π · 2.66 = 16.7 µm, which encourages cells to de-

velop concave shapes like those seen in vivo. The center

of the initial circular cell is placed in the fluid at loca-

tion (x, y) = (−15 µm, y0) where y0 is in the interval

[yb, yt] = [−1.29, 1.29]. This corresponds to the initial

cell shape being at least 0.05 µm away from the mid-

dle of the ESL’s diffuse boundary (1.05 µm away from

the vessel wall). For consistent comparisons, the same

interval is used when κ = 0 and κ =∞.
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2.4 Analysis of Partitioning, Deformation, and

Penetration

To estimate cell partitioning behavior, we follow Barber

et al. (2008). To better understand how we determined

cell behavior, it is useful to note that background fluid

streamlines are streamlines for the flow that occur when

the cell is not present. A red blood cell is determined

to have entered a specific daughter branch if all three

of the following criteria are met simultaneously:

1. it is within 0.1 µm of the far vessel wall when no

ESL is present or has crossed through the middle of

the ESL’s diffuse boundary (i.e. is within 1 µm of

the vessel wall) at any point of its trajectory;

2. all of its nodal velocities point towards that daugh-

ter branch (the nodal vertical velocities are either

all negative or all positive);

3. the y-value of the cell’s centroid lies on the side of

the separating background fluid streamline corre-

sponding to that branch.

An example of these criteria applied to a particular sim-

ulation is shown in Figure 3. In some cases, these crite-

ria were not met due to a numerical failure (e.g. mesh

generation or time stepping failures) and the simula-

tion stopped before a determination had been made.

However, every simulation was examined by hand to

confirm or determine which daughter branch the cell en-

tere. There were no cases where a determination could

not be made.

The fraction of red blood cells fluxing into the top

or first daughter branch, Φ1, can be estimated for a

prescribed flow split, Ψ1, using (Barber et al., 2008):

Φ1(Ψ1) =

∫ yt

yb
p1(y0)ud(y0)b1(Ψ1, y0)dy0∫ yt

yb
p1(y0)ud(y0)dy0

. (20)

p1(y0) is a probability density function describing the

probability that the center of a cell passes through the

y-value y0 when the center of the cell passes through

x = x0 = −15 µm, ud(y0) is the estimated speed at

which cells pass through x = x0 when their center

passes through y0, and b1(Ψ1, y) is a piecewise func-

tion defined as 1 if the cell initialized at (x0, y0) enters

the top daughter branch and 0 otherwise. p1(y0) is as-

sumed to be a uniform probability density function, as

in Barber et al. (2008). ud(y0) is the quartic function

of y0 that best fits (in the sense of least squares) esti-

mates of cell velocities obtained from nine circular cells

placed at x0 = −15 µm and at nine different y0 values

evenly distributed across the interval [yb, yt]. b1(Ψ1, y) is

estimated by finding the initial y-value yc above which

a cell will enter the top branch and below which the

cell will enter the bottom branch. yc is found using a

Fig. 3 Illustration of the three branching criteria, all three
of which must be satisfied to determine that a red blood cell
has entered a specific daughter branch. The blue, green, and
red components of the figure correspond to the first, second,
and third criteria listed in the text. The green arrows are the
nodal velocities, the blue inset highlights the cell distance to
the wall, the red dashed line represents the separating back-
ground fluid streamline, and the red dot is the centroid of the
cell

bisection algorithm that iterates until yc is bounded by

a 0.041 µm wide interval and then returns the average

of its upper and lower bound as its estimate for yc.

We also investigate how varying the ESL hydraulic

resistivity and osmotic pressure difference can affect red

blood cell deformation in diverging microvessel bifurca-

tions. To do so, we calculate the fractional shape dis-

agreement between two simulated cells initialized at the

same location, y0, by using the equation:

SD(y0, dc) = 1− overlapping cell area

average cell area
. (21)

SD(y0, dc) is a function of a common distance travelled

by the centroids of both cell membranes, dc. A similar

equation was employed by Barber and Zhu (2019) in re-

gards to the deformation of cancer cells in a microfluidic

channel. Higher values of κ will produce more central-

ized flow profiles and faster traveling red blood cells. To

better isolate effects due to deformation vs translation,

we compare the shapes of cells that have traveled the

same distance instead of the same time.

Because an adaptive time-stepper is used, the dis-

crete times and distances at which cell shapes are cal-

culated are not necessarily the same across different

simulations. To find the shape of each compared cell
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after it has traveled dc µm, we use linear interpolation

with respect to the distance travelled by its cell cen-

troid. The shape disagreement at dc µm can then be

calculated using the formula above. In addition, we can

calculate an “average shape disagreement” between dif-

ferent (κ,∆πp) sets by averaging with respect to initial

cell displacement and distance traveled (0 to 30 µm):

SD =

∫ 1.29

−1.29

∫ 30

0

SD(y0, dc)ddcdy0/(2 · 1.29 · 30). (22)

High sensitivity of results to a particular parameter (κ

or ∆πp) will correspond to a high percentage disagree-

ment between cell membrane shapes, as this indicates

a large differential effect on deformation of the cell.

Finally, we consider how much the red blood cells

invade or penetrate the ESL region. This is measured

at any given time, t, for a cell that initially started at

y0 by calculating the penetration of the red blood cell,

δ, into the ESL region at that time as follows:

δ(t, y0) = w − min
sB ,sC

‖B(sB)−C(sC)‖2 . (23)

B(sB) is a parametrization of the boundary curve cor-

responding to the vessel wall andC(sC) is a parametriza-

tion of the cell membrane curve that travels through

the nodes and along the external viscoelastic elements.

This produces a positive value for red blood cells pen-

etrating past the middle of the ESL’s diffuse boundary

and a negative value for those unable to penetrate past

that midpoint. This measure is used to consider how red

blood cell penetration of the ESL depends on the initial

position of the cell and the distance the cell travels.

To allow general comparison across different (κ,∆πp)

sets for a given flow split, we define “average pass-

ing time”, t̄p, and “average maximum penetration dis-

tance”, δ̄max. Passing time, tp, is a function of cell ini-

tial position, y0, and is defined as the time it takes for

cells to travel 30 µm. This is approximately the time

necessary to fully navigate the bifurcation and be suc-

cessfully partitioned. Average passing time is given by:

t̄p =

∫ 1.29

−1.29
tp(y0)dy0/(2 · 1.29). (24)

The maximum penetration distance, δmax, for a given

initial cell position, y0, is found by taking the maximum

of the penetration distance, δ, over the entire simulation

time: δmax(y0) = max
t

(δ(t, y0)). The average maximum

penetration distance is found by averaging over y0 the

maximum penetration distance for all cells that signif-

icantly penetrate the ESL, which corresponds to cells

where δ > 0:

δ̄max =

∫ 1.29

−1.29 δmax(y0)H(δmax(y0))dy0∫ 1.29

−1.29H(δmax(y0))dy0
. (25)

H(x) is the Heaviside function that is 0 when x < 0

and 1 otherwise.

3 Results

Results suggest that variations in the hydraulic resis-

tivity and osmotic pressure difference produce relatively

little variation in terms of red blood cell partitioning.

Despite this, relatively large variations in red blood cell

deformation and penetration of the ESL can still result

when ESL properties are varied.

3.1 Flow resistance comparison

To better validate the model, we considered a cell in a

6 µm wide channel of length 40 µm that includes a 1

µm wide ESL on either side of the channel. As done for

the bifurcation, the inlet pressure and normal deriva-

tives are set to zero while the outlet normal derivative

and velocity are prescribed (see Section 2). By assum-

ing a subset of the domain from x = −LH/2 to LH/2

(cell centered at x = 0) was similar to a periodic sce-

nario, we were able to estimate the flow resistance in

the system for the hematocrit consistent with 1 RBC

per LH units of tube. The cell shapes agreed well with

those predicted in Secomb et al. (1998) (included an

ESL) and the flow resistances agreed well with the in

vivo estimates in Pries et al. (1994). In particular, for

an estimated discharge hematocrit of 45%, our flow re-

sistance estimate was within 20% of the experimental

estimate.

3.2 Partitioning Behavior Dependence on ESL

Properties

Varying hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pressure dif-

ference result in only minor changes in red blood cell

partitioning. Figure 4a shows the predicted yc as a func-

tion of the fraction of bulk blood flow entering the top

daughter branch, Ψ1. yc is the critical initial y-value

of the red blood cell center above which the cell would

enter the top branch and below which the cell would en-

ter the bottom branch. Simulations show that cells are

much more likely in general to enter a high flow branch,

consistent with experimental trends. Using Equation

(20) produces Figure 4b showing the estimated frac-

tion of red blood cells entering the top branch, Φ1, as

a function of the bulk blood flow entering that branch,

Ψ1. In this panel as well, the model produced plots are

compared to the empirically derived function from Pries

and Secomb (2005).
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The blue solid lines correspond to a high hydraulic

resistivity of κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4 and a high osmotic

pressure difference of ∆πp = 200 dyn/cm2. Using a low

osmotic pressure difference of ∆πp = 20 dyn/cm2 pro-

duces an identical curve (not shown) suggesting that

the osmotic pressure difference does not significantly af-

fect partitioning when the hydraulic resistivity is high.

Lowering the hydraulic resistivity to the low patholog-

ical value of κ = 106 dyn·s/cm4 while maintaining a

high osmotic pressure difference produces the red solid

lines and a change in partitioning behavior is seen. To

understand this change in behavior, we first note that

uniform partitioning corresponds to the straight diag-

onal line Φ1 = Ψ1. That is, uniform partitioning hap-

pens when the fraction of red blood cells entering the

top branch equals the fraction of bulk blood entering

that branch. The red curves are farther away from that

straight line than the blue curves suggesting that low-

ering hydraulic resistivity results in more nonuniform

partitioning. Lowering the osmotic pressure difference

produces the red dashed curves. This further increases

the nonuniformity of the partitioning. These changes

in partitioning, however, are smaller compared to other

factors that can affect partitioning behavior such as red

blood cell flexibility and vessel size. For example, at a

flow split of 37.5%, lowering the values of hydraulic re-

sistivity and osmotic pressure difference decreased the

fraction of red blood cells entering the low flow branch

by approximately 11%. However, comparing the parti-

tioning of rigid cells to flexible ones produces a decrease

of around 36% (Barber et al., 2008), while increasing a

vessel diameter from 8 µm to 10 µm produces an in-

crease of 16% (Pries and Secomb, 2005).

To better understand why changing ESL properties

can affect partitioning behavior, we investigated differ-

ences in general dynamics experienced by cells that are

partitioned differently because of ESL property differ-

ences. Figure 5 shows a typical comparison by plot-

ting results from two separate simulations on the same

plot. Also included are cell streamlines for each cell that

show the paths that the centroids of the cells followed.

The simulations have the same flow split of 31.25%

into the top branch, high osmotic pressure difference

of 200 dyn/cm2, and initial cell location, ((x0, y0) =

(−15, 1.048)). The hydraulic resistivity in one simu-

lation uses κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4 (blue) while κ = 106

dyn·s/cm4 (red) is used in the other simulation. Figure

5a shows the cells after they have traveled 0, 10, 20,

and 30 µm. The cell with the more resistive ESL (blue)

elongates/deforms more than the other cell early on

(e.g. compare cell shapes after 10 µm). Due to this, the

blue deformed cell migrates more towards the mother

vessel centerline than its partner. In fact, the blue cell
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Fig. 4 The effects of ESL properties on red blood cell parti-
tioning at a bifurcation. a The critical initial y-value of the red
blood cell center, yc(Ψ1), and b, the fraction of red blood cells
entering the top branch, Φ1(Ψ1), as a function of bulk blood
entering the top branch, Ψ1. The results are shown for three
sets of hydraulic resistivity, κ, and osmotic pressure differ-
ence, ∆πp, values: (κ,∆πp) = (108 dyn·s/cm4, 200 dyn/cm2)
(blue), (κ,∆πp) = (106 dyn·s/cm4, 200 dyn/cm2) (red), and
(κ,∆πp) = (106 dyn·s/cm4, 20 dyn/cm2) (red dashed). Uni-
form partitioning is represented by the line Ψ1 = Φ1 (black
dashed). The solid black curve is the experimental estimate
from Pries and Secomb (2005). Lowering the hydraulic resis-
tivity and the osmotic pressure results in more nonuniform
partitioning
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streamline remains below the red cell streamline until

both cells have traveled approximately 17.9 µm. After

that, the blue cell streamline crosses over the red cell

streamline and the blue cell enters the top branch while

the red enters the bottom branch.

To better understand the cell streamline crossover,

we more closely investigate the velocities of the fluid

and nodes on the cells in Figure 5b and c. Increas-

ing the resistivity results in a significantly more cen-

tralized flow field. This leads to higher shear rates and

more red blood cell deformation upstream of the ves-

sel, as previously noted. More importantly, however, it

enhances the cell obstruction effect (see section 4.4 for

a discussion on possible boundary condition effects). In

the cell obstruction effect (Barber et al., 2008), when a

cell blocks a downstream vessel it is more likely to get

pulled into that branch. This is because of volume con-

servation; by entering the obstructed branch, the cell

helps conserve the downstream volume flux/flow split.

A similar effect can be felt when initially pulling a plug

from a drain. The harder it is for fluid to bypass the

cell when entering the obstructed branch, the stronger

the obstruction effect will be. The high hydraulic resis-

tivity effectively narrows the gap between obstructed

cells and the vessel wall making the obstruction effect

stronger and more likely to pull cells into the obstructed

branch.

The obstruction effect typically alters partitioning

behavior by pulling cells near the low flow branch into

that branch. To understand why, one can define a sep-

arating cell streamline that starts at yc, travels to the

right towards the bifurcation, and separates cells en-

tering the top branch from those entering the bottom

branch (black dashed line in Figure 7b). When more

flow enters one branch compared to the other, the sep-

arating cell streamline will be closer to the low flow

branch than to the high flow branch, corresponding to

fewer cells on the low flow side entering the low flow

branch and more cells on the high flow side entering the

high flow branch. Cells near this streamline are the cells

whose partitioning behavior can be most easily altered

by various perturbations. Cells near this streamline are

also closer to the low flow branch, more likely to ob-

struct the low flow branch, and more likely to have the

obstruction effect pull them into the low flow branch.

See (Barber et al., 2008; Barber, 2009) for more detailed

discussions.

Higher hydraulic resistivity enhances cell migration

towards the center of the vessel upstream of the bifurca-

tion, which encourages cells to enter high flow branches

even more than usual and encourages more nonuniform

partitioning. The higher hydraulic resistivity, however,

also enhances the obstruction effect, which encourages

cells to enter low flow branches and encourages more

uniform partitioning. Ultimately, the obstruction effect

is stronger so that raising the hydraulic resistivity pro-

duces more uniform partitioning, as seen in Figure 4.

When the osmotic pressure difference is decreased

(200→ 20 dyn/cm2) while the hydraulic resistivity is

kept low (106 dyn·s/cm4), upstream of the bifurcation

the cells remain relatively far from the ESL so that

the forces on the cell due to the osmotic pressure dif-

ference remain negligible. Hence the osmotic pressure

difference has a negligible effect on cell migration up-

stream of the bifurcation. At the bifurcation, however,

if both the osmotic pressure difference and hydraulic

resistivity are low, the cell can significantly penetrate

the ESL. When cells sink into the ESL, they reduce the

amount that they obstruct the downstream branches

(see Figure 8a), which weakens the obstruction effect

and produces more nonuniform partitioning. ESL pen-

etration is discussed in more detail in 3.5.

3.3 ESL Hydraulic Resistivity’s Effects on

Deformation and Motion

Figure 6 compares simulations using two different hy-

draulic resistivities, κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4 (blue) and κ =

106 dyn·s/cm4 (red), when the osmotic pressure dif-

ference is held at 200 dyn/cm2 and 37.5% of the flow

enters the top branch. Initial cell centers are started at

y0 = 0.726 µm (Figure 6a and c) and at y0 = 0.645

µm (Figure 6b and d). These locations were chosen

so that they are close to, approximately equidistant

from, and above and below the predicted critical value,

yc = 0.685 µm (same critical value for both resistiv-
ities). At y0 = 0.726 µm above the center line, both

cells enter the top, low flow daughter branch, and at

y0 = 0.645 µm above the center line, both cells enter

the bottom, high flow daughter branch. The trajectories

of the centroid of each cell are also plotted. In general,

cells in the higher hydraulic resistivity cases appear to

elongate and deform more before, during, and after par-

titioning. The cell shapes produced by our model (e.g.

Figure 6b) agree with those seen in vivo such as those

found in Pries and Secomb (2008), in a similar fashion

to the agreement seen in Barber et al. (2008).

In Figure 6c, shape disagreements between the high

and low hydraulic resistivity cases from Figure 6a (solid)

and b (dashed) are plotted over the total distance trav-

eled by the cells. The cells entering the bottom, high

flow daughter branch see a larger shape disagreement

as they pass through the bifurcation than those enter-

ing the top, low flow daughter branch. However, before

the cells interact with the ESL at the bifurcation, the

reverse is true. Figure 6d compares the total time a cell
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b

5 µm

c

1 µm

a

10 µm

Fig. 5 Example of different partitioning behaviors for cells with differing hydraulic resistivities. Blue represents the high
hydraulic resistivity simulation of κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4, and red represents the low hydraulic resistivity simulation of κ = 106

dyn·s/cm4. 31.25% of the flow exits out the top branch and the osmotic pressure difference is 200 dyn/cm2. a Snapshots of red
blood cells after they have traveled 0, 10, 20, and 30 µm. b Velocity profiles of the bulk blood flow, as well as nodal velocities
of the red blood cells after travelling 18.5 µm. The region enclosed in the grey box is shown in c. c Velocity profiles of the bulk
blood flow at the mouth of the low flow daughter branch from the cell membrane to the vessel wall, including the ESL

is traveling through the bifurcation and the total dis-

tance the cell travels for each simulation. As before, blue

corresponds to the high hydraulic resistivity, red to the

low hydraulic resistivity, solid to y0 = 0.726 µm (low

flow branch cells), and dashed to y0 = 0.645 µm (high

flow branch cells). The cells in the higher hydraulic re-

sistivity cases travel faster because the flow is faster in

the vessel center (Figure 5b). Cells entering the high

flow branch travel faster, which makes sense because

the flow is, in fact, higher near and in that branch.

Flow centralization in the higher resistivity cases

also helps explain the higher deformation at the bifur-

cation. In higher resistivity scenarios, as before (Figure

5c), fluid is effectively forced through narrower gaps

between the cell and the vessel wall. This yields higher

shear rates as fluid squeezes through those gaps, and

higher forces allowing the fluid to stretch and compress

the cell further than in lower resistance scenarios.

Figure 7a shows how differences in deformation due

to differences in hydraulic resistivity depend on the cell
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Fig. 6 The effects of hydraulic resistivity in the ESL on cell shape and speed. Blue corresponds to κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4 and
red to κ = 106 dyn·s/cm4. Cell shapes after each cell has traveled 0, 10, 20, and 30 µm are placed on the same plot in a
(y0 = 0.726) and b (y0 = 0.645). 37.5% of the flow enters the top branch and an osmotic pressure difference of 200 dyn/cm2 is
used. The trajectories of the centroids of the cells are also plotted. c Shape disagreement percentages between the cells in panel
a (symbols pointing up) and between the cells in panel b (symbols pointing down) showing the effects of varying hydraulic
resistivity. d Distance traveled by the cell as a function of the time spent traversing the bifurcation

position upstream of the vessel bifurcation (y0) and how

far the cells travel. The plot uses all viable initial cell

center locations (y0 ∈ [−1.29, 1.29]), 37.5% flow into

the top branch, and the higher osmotic pressure differ-

ence, 200 dyn/cm2. After cells have travelled 10 µm (red

in Figure 7b), before encountering the bifurcation, the

shape disagreement is highest near the walls (where the

shear rate is higher, in general) and lower near the vessel

center. At 20 µm, cells begin to interact with the far wall

of the bifurcation and an additional spike in shape dis-

agreements immediately below y0 = yc (black dashed

line) develops. The value of yc is predicted to be the

same for each level of hydraulic resistivity considered

here (see Table 5). At that location, cells differentially

interact with the ESL with cells in the higher hydraulic

resistivity cases stretching out more than their cohorts

as in Figure 6b. No similar spike is seen above the pre-

dicted critical value. At 30 µm, after cells have been

partitioned, the shape disagreements increase further

with the exception of the spike just below the critical

value that decreases slightly. Figure 7b was included to

show the average cell center locations for the cells in the

compared high and low hydraulic resistivity scenarios

after they had traveled 0, 10, 20, and 30 µm. The panel

additionally shows a slight constriction of cell center

trajectories due to cell migration before the cell distri-

butions widen farther downstream.

For the flow split Ψ1 = 0.375, Tables 3 and 4 give

the average shape disagreement percentages for a range

of hydraulic resistances at low and high osmotic pres-

sures, respectively. As seen in Table 4, the scenarios

considered in Figure 7 have a corresponding average

shape disagreement of 9.06%. In general, comparing

more disparate levels of hydraulic resistivity leads to

a higher shape disagreement percentage, regardless of

osmotic pressure difference. Also, lower osmotic pres-

sure differences lead to higher shape disagreement per-

centages. The special cases for a vessel without an ESL
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Fig. 7 Cell shape disagreement increases with distance and when near walls or on the high flow side of the separating cell
streamline. Cells are compared after traveling 0 (black), 10 (dotted), 20 (dot-dashed), and 30 (solid) µm. 37.5% of the flow
enters the top branch and the osmotic pressure difference is held at 200 dyn/cm2. a Cell shape disagreement percentage
between cells for the high (κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4) and low (κ = 106 dyn·s/cm4) hydraulic resistance cases as a function of cell
starting position y0. The black dashed vertical line is located at the critical initial cell center y-value of yc = 0.685. b The cell
center locations after they have traveled 0, 10, 20, and 30 µm. The black dashed curve is the predicted average separating cell
streamline that begins at the critical initial cell center location

(κ = 0, ∆πp = 0) and a vessel with an impenetrable

ESL (κ =∞, ∆πp =∞) were included to allow for com-

parison between the physiological cases and these more

extreme cases. The variation amongst the physiological

cases is of the same order as the variation found when

including the extreme cases suggesting that pathologies

associated with missing or heavily damaged ESLs may

also be experienced to a lesser but still significant extent

by individuals with less damaged ESLs.
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Table 3 Average shape disagreement percentages when com-
paring simulations with different hydraulic resistivities, a low
osmotic pressure difference of ∆πp = 20 dyn/cm2 (unless
otherwise listed), and a flow split of Ψ1 = 0.375

κ (dyn·s/cm4) 0,∆πp = 0 106 107 108

∞,∆πp =∞ 20.35 14.20 10.02 4.11

108 17.72 11.52 6.70

107 13.21 5.88

106 8.77

Table 4 Average shape disagreement percentage when com-
paring simulations with different hydraulic resistivities, a high
osmotic pressure of ∆πp = 200 dyn/cm2 (unless otherwise
listed), and a flow split of Ψ1 = 0.375

κ (dyn·s/cm4) 0,∆πp = 0 106 107 108

∞,∆πp =∞ 20.35 10.31 7.43 3.23

108 18.06 9.06 5.62

107 15.37 4.29

106 14.17

3.4 ESL Osmotic Pressure Difference’s Effects on

Deformation and Motion

Figure 8 compares simulations using two different os-

motic pressure differences, ∆πp = 200 dyn/cm2 (blue)

and 20 dyn/cm2 (red), when the hydraulic resistivity

is held at 106 dyn·s/cm4 (solid) and 108 dyn·s/cm4

(dashed) and 37.5% of the flow enters the top branch.

As seen in Figures 6 and 7, comparisons of cells near

and below the centerline tend to result in larger percent-

age disagreements than comparisons of cells near and

above the centerline. Focusing on the larger percentage

disagreements, the cell centers in Figure 8 were started

at y0 = 0.645 and were chosen so that they are close

to and below the predicted critical values, yc = 0.685

µm (∆πp = 200 dyn/cm2) and 0.766 µm (∆πp = 20

dyn/cm2). The trajectories of the cell centroids are also

plotted.

Before partitioning and upstream of the bifurcation,

the deformation of the cells are very similar. This is be-

cause the cells remain far from the wall where the forces

due to osmotic pressure differences are quite small. In

addition, the background flow field is exactly the same

for the two simulations as that flow field depends on

hydraulic resistivity but not on osmotic pressure differ-

ences. At the bifurcation in Figure 8a, the cell in the

lower osmotic pressure difference scenario penetrates

the ESL significantly more than its peer. While the ma-

jority of the shape disagreement is due to this penetra-

tion difference, the red cell is, in fact, slightly rounder

than the blue cell. This can be measured using round-

ness defined as the area of the shape divided by the area

of a circle with the same perimeter as the shape; 100%

corresponds to a circular shape while 0% corresponds

to a flat shape with 0 area. The roundness of the red cell

is 88.7% while that of the blue cell is 79.9%. After the

bifurcation, the blue cell becomes slightly rounder/less

elongated (76.2% vs 75.7%). This is because it takes

more time for the red cell to return from its ESL in-

cursion. During that longer time period the red cell is

subjected to higher shear rates in the region that cause

it to elongate more than its partner. Similar dynamics

can be seen for high hydraulic resistivity (Figure 8b)

though they are significantly diminished compared to

the low hydraulic resistivity case.

Figure 8c shows the percentage shape disagreement

between the two different osmotic pressure differences

(200 and 20 dyn/cm2) for both the low hydraulic resis-

tivity case (solid) and the high hydraulic resistivity case

(dashed). Shape disagreement is practically 0 until the

cells get closer to the far wall. At that point, shape dis-

agreement increases as they negotiate the far wall/ESL

of the bifurcation and then decreases after that negotia-

tion is complete. While the higher hydraulic resistivity

has lower deformation differences, the differences are

still appreciable compared to the low hydraulic resis-

tivity case. Figure 8d shows the distance traveled by

the four cells. The higher hydraulic resistivity cases

(dashed) travel faster than their lower hydraulic resis-

tivity counterparts (solid). Focusing on just the lower

hydraulic resistivity cases, it can be seen that the cells

in the low osmotic pressure difference case (red) travel

faster as they sink into the ESL but then slower as they

withdraw from the layer. While it is more difficult to

see and much more subdued, the same trend occurs for

the higher hydraulic resistivity case.

3.5 Cell Penetration in the ESL

Plotted against the entire range of possible initial cell

center locations (y0) for 37.5% of the flow entering the

top branch, Figure 9a shows the maximum distance a

cell penetrates into the ESL for low (106 dyn·s/cm4;

blue), medium (107 dyn·s/cm4; green), and high (108

dyn·s/cm4; red) hydraulic resistivities at both low (20

dyn/cm2; dashed) and high (200 dyn/cm2; solid) os-

motic pressure differences. As expected, the closer cells

are to the separating cell streamline/yc, the farther the

cells penetrate into the ESL. At the same time, over

fifty percent of the cells in the low osmotic pressure

difference scenarios penetrate beyond the ESL diffuse

boundary midpoint suggesting that close proximity to

the separating cell streamline is not a requirement for

significant penetration of the ESL. In general, lower
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Fig. 8 The effects of osmotic pressure difference in the ESL on cell shape and speed. Solid curves represent high osmotic pres-
sure difference simulations using ∆πp = 200 dyn/cm2 and dashed curves represent low osmotic pressure difference simulations
using ∆πp = 20 dyn/cm2. All cells begin at y0 = 0.645 µm and 37.5% of the bulk flow enters the top branch. Cell shapes
after each cell has traveled 0, 10, 20, and 30 µm are placed on the same plot and are shown for a two low hydraulic resistivity
cases (κ = 106 dyn·s/cm4) and b two high hydraulic resistivity cases (κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4). The trajectories of the centroids of
the cells are also plotted. c Shape disagreement percentage between the cells in panel a (red) and panel b (blue). d Distance
traveled by the cell as a function of the time spent traversing the bifurcation

hydraulic resistivity and lower osmotic pressure differ-

ences result in higher penetration distances of cells into

the ESL. Osmotic pressure differences appear to al-

ter penetration more than hydraulic resistivity. Low-

ering hydraulic resistivity from physiological to patho-

logical values increased maximum penetration distance

by two-fold, while lowering osmotic pressure difference

increased the same by fifteen-fold. A maximum pene-

tration distance of 3.7% of the width of the ESL (w) is

seen for the high osmotic pressure difference and high

hydraulic resistivity case while 92.1% is seen for the low

osmotic pressure and low hydraulic resistivity case, an

increase of thirty-fold.

Figure 9b shows ESL penetration as a function of

time for multiple simulations with cells starting at y0 =

0.645 (chosen to be near and below yc for all six cases).

The plot is representative of the behavior seen in simu-

lations where a significant amount of positive penetra-

tion takes place. In the cases with low osmotic pressure

difference, penetration is not localized in time, as once

a maximum penetration distance is reached by the cell,

it tends to remain near that penetration distance for a

significant amount of time thereafter. This corresponds

to cells sinking into the layer and slowly pulling out

as they are partitioned into a downstream branch. For

cases of high osmotic pressure difference, the time a

cell spends near the maximum penetration distance is

shortened as the cells have penetrated the layer much

less and take much less time to pull out of the layer.

For the flow split where 37.5% of the flow goes into

the top branch, Table 5 gives the average time a cell

takes to travel 30 µm/navigate the bifurcation, t̄p, the

average maximum penetration distance into the ESL,

δ̄max, and the critical initial cell center y-value, yc, for

hydraulic resistances at both low and high osmotic pres-
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Fig. 9 Cell penetration distance dependence on initial cell
position and time when 37.5% of the flow enters the top
branch. High (κ = 108 dyn·s/cm4; blue), medium (107

dyn·s/cm4; green) , and low (106 dyn·s/cm4; red) hydraulic
resistivity cases are plotted for both high (∆πp = 200
dyn/cm2; solid) and low (∆πp = 20 dyn/cm2; dashed) os-
motic pressure differences. a Maximum penetration distance
into the ESL in µm as a function of initial cell center y-values
(y0). b Penetration distance into the ESL in µm as a function
of time. The initial cell center for all simulations was chosen
to be y0 = 0.645, which is near and below yc for all three
cases

Table 5 Average passage times, t̄p, average maximum pene-
tration distances, δ̄max, and critical y values, yc for multiple
sets of hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pressure difference
values when 37.5% of the flow enters the top branch. Results
are included for low, medium, and high hydraulic resistivities
(106, 107, and 108 dyn·s/cm4) at both low and high osmotic
pressure differences (20 and 200 dyn/cm2; subscripts low and
high, respectively). Also included are results for (κ,∆πp) =
(0,0) and (∞,∞) corresponding to the two extremes of an
absent and impenetrable ESL, respectively

κ (dyn·s/cm4) 0 106 107 108 ∞
(∆πp = 0) (∆πp = 0)

t̄p,low (ms) 26.43 31.43 29.05 27.43 26.88

t̄p,high (ms) 26.43 30.91 28.70 27.26 26.88

δ̄max,low (µm) 0 0.526 0.426 0.208 0

δ̄max,high (µm) 0 0.041 0.039 0.025 0

yc,low (µm) 0.766 0.766 0.685 0.685 0.685

yc,high (µm) 0.766 0.685 0.685 0.685 0.685

sure differences. As before, (κ,∆πp) = (0,0) and (∞,∞)

are included in order to consider both extremes.

Consistent with observations in previous sections,

increasing the hydraulic resistivity lowers the time it

takes for the cell to travel through the bifurcation as

the centralized flow field speeds up the cells (Figure 5).

In addition, increasing the osmotic pressure difference

lowers the passage time due to a stiffer ESL that limits

cells from sinking far into the ESL. Changing the hy-

draulic resistivity can have also have a smaller but still

significant effect on cell penetration. When the ESL is

more porous and the cell approaches the far wall of the

bifurcation, the fluid in between that cell and the ESL

can escape either along the ESL boundary or through

the ESL itself. With this latter additional degree of free-

dom, cells can more easily and quickly approach and

embed themselves in the ESL. They, therefore, sink in

deeper and take longer to recover from their ESL in-

cursion. This is especially the case because, as they

sink in, they obstruct downstream flow less and there-

fore experience smaller forces pulling them into down-

stream vessels. Compared to the no-ESL extremes, cells

more slowly pass through bifurcations when an ESL is

present.

4 Discussion

Though by a relatively small margin, compared to other

factors such as vessel sizes, RBC flexibility, and up-

stream hematocrit distribution (Barber et al., 2011;

Pries and Secomb, 2005; Balogh and Bagchi, 2018), the

partitioning behavior of RBCs is influenced by the hy-

draulic resistivity in the ESL and the difference in the

osmotic pressures in the ESL and non-ESL regions. In
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particular, increasing the hydraulic resistivity and the

osmotic pressure difference results in more uniform par-

titioning, though the overall change is still very small.

The relatively small ESL effect on partitioning is con-

sistent with the findings of microfluidic studies where in

vitro results (Mantegazza et al., 2020a) agree relatively

well with in vivo results (Pries and Secomb, 2005) de-

spite the lack of an ESL in the former. In addition,

increasing hydraulic resistivity leads to more deforma-

tion in general. Increasing the osmotic pressure has lit-

tle effect on deformation upstream of the bifurcation,

decreases deformation as cells sink into the ESL, and

increases deformation as cells are pulled out of the ESL.

Decreasing the hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pres-

sure differences increases ESL penetration with more

penetration resulting when osmotic pressure differences

are decreased to lower values compared to when hy-

draulic resistivities are decreased to lower values.

4.1 Partitioning

When hydraulic resistivity increases, the flow becomes

more centralized with higher shear rates in the non-

ESL region of the vessel (Figure 5b). This leads to

more deformation of RBCs upstream of the bifurcation,

which agrees with previous studies (Pfafferott et al.,

1985). More cell deformation leads to a greater rate of

cell migration towards the center of the mother ves-

sel and away from the low flow branch, encouraging

more nonuniform partitioning wherein the higher flow

branch claims even more RBCs than it usually does.

However, in this case, the migration effect is not the

dominant effect. Higher resistance in the ESL prevents

fluid from flowing through the ESL region as quickly,

which leads to a cell at the mouth of the low flow daugh-

ter branch more completely blocking the flow at that

branch when compared to a case with lower resistance

in the ESL. This, combined with the more deformed cell

shape blocking slightly more of the branch than in the

case of lower resistivity, leads to a stronger obstruc-

tion effect taking place, which pulls the cell towards

the low flow branch and encourages more uniform par-

titioning. This effect proves stronger in this case than

the migration effect. This results in more uniform parti-

tioning in general when hydraulic resistivity increases.

However, it is unclear whether such differences will still

be observed under less idealized conditions due to the

inherently stochastic nature of microcirculatory flows.

As seen in the simulations, osmotic pressure differ-

ence has very little effect on flow upstream of the bifur-

cation. This is not true for flow in the bifurcation region.

At lower osmotic pressure differences, the ESL resists

compression less allowing the RBCs to sink more deeply

into the ESL as they pass through the bifurcation. This

allows such cells to move away from the main flow re-

gion and to obstruct vessels less. Therefore, at higher

osmotic pressure differences, cells obstruct flow more,

which enhances the obstruction effect. This results in

more cells being pulled into the low flow instead of the

high flow branch and results in more uniform partition-

ing.

The predicted flow split threshold below which no

RBCs enter the low flow branch, which corresponds to

the parameter X0 in Pries’ law (Pries et al., 1990), in-

creases (from X0 = 0.19 to 0.25) when decreasing the

hydraulic resistivity in the ESL (Figure 4b). This is

due to the dominant obstruction effect described above,

since a lower hydraulic resistivity level induces weaker

obstruction necessitating a higher flow rate before it

can pull cells into the low flow branch. Comparing this

threshold to the Pries and Secomb (2005) function (black

curve) suggests our 2D model typically overestimates

the value of this threshold. This trend of overestima-

tion can also be seen by comparing with an experi-

mental study involving 10×8 µm2 rectangular channels

made of PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane), which have ef-

fectively no hydraulic resistivity near the walls (Man-

tegazza et al., 2020a). There they measured X0 = 0.19

which is less than our low hydraulic resistivity estimate

of 0.25. Possible reasons for this overestimation trend

are discussed below in study limitations.

The focus of the study is exclusively on the motion

of isolated RBCs. By removing the complexity of cell-

cell interactions, the influence of the ESL on RBC dy-
namics may be studied more closely. However, cell-cell

interactions have an important impact on RBC par-

titioning. Initial results from simulations involving an

additional RBC suggest that changing ESL parame-

ters, especially hydraulic resistivity, can significantly al-

ter partitioning behavior through multiple mechanisms.

For cells entering the bifurcation region in relatively

close proximity to each other, leading cells can block

following cells from entering the low flow branch. Fol-

lowing cells can also push leading cells into high flow

branches (herding effect, Barber et al. (2011)). Both

mechanisms reduce the number of cells entering the

low flow branch and increase partitioning nonunifor-

mity. However, for larger spacing between cells entering

the bifurcation region, the obstruction effect remains

the most influential effect, which leads to an overall

more uniform partitioning of RBCs. While these pre-

liminary results indicate how ESL parameters may in-

fluence cell-cell interactions and thus RBC partitioning,

this research is the subject of currently ongoing studies.
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4.2 Deformation and Motion

Outside of partitioning effects, the strength of the hy-

draulic resistivity in the ESL can produce differences

in the shape and speed of RBCs. Higher ESL hydraulic

resistivity results in greater shear rates in the non-ESL

region and higher deformation upstream of the bifur-

cation (Figure 6a-c). Contact with the ESL at the far

wall of the bifurcation however, produces much larger

shape disagreements especially when cells travel down

the high flow daughter branch. Cells near the separat-

ing cell streamline tend to sink into or curve along the

ESL. In order to enter one of the branches, such cells

must roll along the ESL into that branch. Because the

higher flow branch is farther from the separating cell

streamline than the low flow branch, cells entering the

high flow branch roll for longer. This gives rise to more

cell shape disagreement between high flow branch cells

when comparing simulations using different ESL prop-

erties. This can be seen in Figure 6 and in the spike on

the high flow side at 20 and 30 µm in Figure 7. This in-

dicates that greater interaction with the ESL correlates

with higher deformation in RBCs. After cells negotiate

the bifurcation, shape disagreements in the high flow

branch level off slightly, but shape disagreements for

both branches remain at significant levels as the cells

travel farther down the daughter branches.

Higher hydraulic resistivity in the ESL also results

in faster RBCs in bifurcations, as seen in Figure 6d.

The curves plotted can be seen to correspond to three

different regions, upstream of the bifurcation (less than

approximately 20 ms), in the bifurcation region (around

20-25 ms), and downstream of the bifurcation (after ap-

proximately 25 ms). Faster speeds before and after the

bifurcation in the high hydraulic resistivity case can be

explained by greater fluid velocity in the free flowing

regions that compensates for the lower fluid velocity in

the ESL regions. In the bifurcation region, it takes time

for cells to penetrate or flatten against the ESL and

time for such cells to recover from an ESL encounter. In

the higher resistivity case, cells penetrate the ESL less

and take less time to recover from an ESL encounter.

To understand why lower resistivity leads to more pene-

tration, lower resistivity allows for increased circulation

in the ESL during a cell-ESL encounter allowing fluid

to be more easily displaced as cells flatten or penetrate

the ESL. Table 5 confirms the general trend in terms of

hydraulic resistivity travel speed with lower hydraulic

resistivity simulations experiencing approximately 4 ms

greater passage times than higher hydraulic resistivity

simulations.

Similar results hold for osmotic pressure differences

in the ESL. When only the osmotic pressure difference

is varied, there is no shape disagreement before the bi-

furcation, as osmotic pressure differences in the ESL

have no impact on the governing fluid equations and

associated shear rates. After coming into contact with

the ESL in the bifurcation, however, there is signifi-

cant shape disagreement between low and high osmotic

pressure difference cases especially in the case of lower

hydraulic resistivity (Figure 8c). While shape disagree-

ment peaks immediately after the cells come into con-

tact with the ESL at the bifurcation, note how in Figure

8a the reduction and leveling off of shape disagreement

corresponds to a gradual repelling of the RBC from

the ESL. This, once again, indicates that greater in-

teraction with the ESL produced by a lower osmotic

pressure difference or lower hydraulic resistivity in the

ESL can lead to greater shape disagreements between

RBCs when the osmotic pressure difference is varied.

Lower osmotic pressure difference in the ESL also re-

sults in cells that travel faster/farther as they sink into

the ESL but slower as they later pull out of the ESL.

4.3 Penetration

Analysis of the deformation results suggest that greater

interaction between the ESL and RBCs occurs in sce-

narios involving lower hydraulic resistivity and osmotic

pressure difference values. The interactions tend to lead

to decreased deformation and decreased RBC speed.

Such interactions are intrinsically tied to the RBC abil-

ity to penetrate into the ESL region. Reducing either

or both the hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pressure

difference in the ESL results in a dramatic increase

in an RBC’s maximum penetration distance into the
ESL (Figure 9a), as well as the length of time an RBC

spends impinging upon the ESL (Figure 9b). Lower os-

motic pressure differences especially allow the RBC to

penetrate more deeply into the ESL (Table 5). At low

osmotic pressure differences, the ESL is on average pen-

etrated from 20-52% of its width across the full range

of hydraulic resistivities considered here. This is in con-

trast to high osmotic pressure difference where the ESL

is on average penetrated from 2-4% of its width across

the same range of hydraulic resistivities. These differ-

ences in ESL penetration help explain the effects in-

teraction with the ESL at bifurcations have on RBC

deformation and speed.

In general, RBCs are observed to often dramati-

cally reduce velocity when traveling through microves-

sel bifurcations in what are referred to as “lingering

events.” Lingering can have such effects as causing the

redistribution of following RBCs or breaking up RBC

trains (Kihm et al., 2021). This lingering phenomena is

also observed in the simulations presented here as cells
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slow to less than 30% their original speed when travers-

ing the bifurcation. By interacting more strongly with

the ESL, cell speeds are reduced further for lower val-

ues of hydraulic resistivity and osmotic pressure differ-

ence compared to higher values. Because we are focused

here on low hematocrit where interactions rarely occur

(because of the choice to start by modeling one cell

at a time) and because cells still go relatively quickly

through the bifurcation in our scenarios, it is hard to

know what the potential impact of lingering cells could

be by just using this study. Further study is needed

to determine if this additional decrease in speed has a

significant effect on lingering dynamics.

4.4 Limitations

Throughout this paper, cell-to-cell interactions have been

neglected, corresponding to an approximately zero hema-

tocrit regime. Including cell-cell interactions would help

better understand partitioning in bifurcations at nonzero

hematocrits. Past results suggest that higher hemat-

ocrit levels promote more uniform partitioning (Pries

et al., 1989; Barber et al., 2011) but it is not clear

how an ESL may affect such trends. In addition, iso-

lated RBCs tend to migrate towards the centerline of

the mother vessel, indicating that the distribution up-

stream of the bifurcation of these RBCs depends on

the distance they have traveled. Here, for simplicity,

we have assumed a uniform distribution of RBCs up-

stream of the bifurcation. Considering other upstream

distributions may reveal more insights like those seen

in Balogh and Bagchi (2018).

Throughout there has been an underlying assump-

tion that we can represent ESL damage to some ex-

tent by lowering the hydraulic resistivity and osmotic

pressure difference, which corresponds to fewer and/or

weaker structural components in the layer. We believe

that this assumption provides a reasonable start to-

wards understanding how RBC partitioning, deforma-

tion, and penetration may be affected when the ESL is

damaged. Nonetheless, ESL damage can be quite com-

plicated and understanding the pathology spectrum more

completely may require use of a variable ESL width,

alternate representations of flow resistance and ESL

rigidity, and auxiliary equations that consider forces be-

tween adhesive molecules on the RBCs and ESL.

Here we use a two-dimensional model and while past

model validations suggest the model is capable of re-

vealing reasonable insights, a three-dimensional model

should be able to reveal further insight. Of particular

note is the fact that obstacles tend to obstruct or block

flow less in three-dimensions than in two-dimensions,

which suggests the obstruction effect and associated

cell-ESL interactions may be diminished in three di-

mensions. At the same time, it is not immediately clear

how cell migration will be affected as cell mechani-

cal properties strongly influence the migration veloc-

ity (Losserand et al., 2019). Given cell migration tends

to be relatively slow in general, however, we expect

that if the vessels considered are small enough and

the relative amount of obstruction is near 100%, ob-

struction will tend to dominate partitioning even in

three dimensions. Nonetheless, the vessel diameters at

which that happens will likely smaller than for the two-

dimensional case. The effect of obstruction for vessels

of the same diameter as those in this study may be

diminished in three-dimensions to such an extent that

the migration effect becomes dominant, producing the

net effect of more uniform partitioning behavior for low-

ered hydraulic resistivity or osmotic pressure difference.

This is especially true as the effect of these param-

eter changes on partitioning in this two-dimensional

study was observed to be relatively minor. A three-

dimensional study that considers both cell migration

and cell obstruction would best help us understand the

full impact of a two vs three-dimensional model. We

still expect the mechanisms identified here, however,

to still be significant to varying degrees in the three-

dimensional setting.

As noted previously, the flux at the daughter vessel

outlets is fixed. We chose these boundary conditions (as

opposed to prescribing a pressure drop across the bifur-

cation, for example) for two reasons. The first reason

is that the Φ(Ψ) functions that have been referenced

historically rely on an exact prescription for the out-

going flows for both RBCs and total blood flux. The

second reason is that there are additional resistances

due to additional vessel length and/or networks down-

stream of the vessel bifurcation. The extent to which

the flow in the bifurcation daughter vessels may differ

depends on what is going on downstream. For instance,

the pressure drop at the mouth of a daughter vessel due

to an obstructing cell is approximately 18 dyn/cm2. For

daughter branch vessels that extend more than 33 mi-

crons beyond the obstructing cell without branching

into further daughter branches, the relative resistance

due to the obstructing RBC is less than 1%. Additional

potential networks downstream could further lower that

relative resistance. Given capillary path lengths on the

order of hundreds of microns are frequently reported in

the literature (Zweifach, 1974; Wiedeman, 1962; Batra

and Rakusan, 1992; Heiss, 1983), we expect the resis-

tance due to the RBC in such cases will probably be

small. Still, as seen in studies that use anatomically

based networks (Zakrzewicz et al., 2002; Balogh and

Bagchi, 2018; Chang et al., 2017), capillaries can be on
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the order of 33 microns and resistance fluctuations can

be important including being able to restore partition-

ing back towards uniformity and to evoke fluctuations

between classical and reverse partitioning. Such effects

that may be due to resistance fluctuations caused by

our RBC can’t be detected using our boundary condi-

tions. As such, the possibility of resistance fluctuation

effects should be taken into account when interpreting

our results. In addition, future studies could try to in-

corporate such effects by designing pressure outlet con-

ditions that take into account the possibly complicated

downstream vessels/network.

RBC partitioning is dependent on the upstream hema-

tocrit distribution. In this study, the upstream cell cen-

ter positions are assumed to be distributed uniformly.

However, the distribution of RBCs in vivo depend on

additional factors such as the geometry of the vessel

network upstream and its effect on cell positions and

deformations due to cell migration and cell-cell inter-

actions, among others. A very important related lim-

itation is the assumption of zero hematocrit. While

such a simplifying assumption is a useful tool to begin

understanding partitioning, in reality cells are rarely

alone. This can cause, for instance, fluctuating hema-

tocrit profiles and partitioning behaviors as flow takes

place in a given system Balogh and Bagchi (2018). In

fact, efforts by Rasmussen et al. (2018) suggest that

appropriate use of existing empirical partitioning func-

tions rely on taking into account upstream distribu-

tions and their stochasticity. Past applications without

taking such matters into account have resulted physio-

logically unrealistic no-flow vessels. Future work could

include consideration of such stochastic upstream dis-

tributions in order to better understand how the ESL

may, or may not, affect partitioning, typical RBC de-

formation, and ESL penetration.

For simplicity, the model neglects ESL thickness, ir-

regularity, and adhesivity. A thicker ESL would likely

lead to a stronger obstruction effect (more uniform par-

titioning), while a thinner layer would do the oppo-

site. The effects of ESL structure irregularity are dif-

ficult to predict. Large structures at the bifurcation

could provide a partial barrier to entrance into one

of the vessels while absent structures or holes in the

ESL could capture RBCs and subject them to a signifi-

cantly different partitioning process as well as different

ESL-RBC interactions. More studies are needed to in-

vestigate the potential effects of ESL irregularity. Cells

adhering, as in Vink and Duling (2000), would lead to

lingering and higher levels of interaction. Based on Bar-

ber et al. (2011), more interaction may encourage more

uniform partitioning. The simulations required to say

more about these effects, however, are outside the scope

of this study.

The geometry used is one of many possible bifurca-

tions both in terms of vessel arrangement (e.g. branch-

ing angle) and vessel size. While some geometric factors

are not believed to play a significant role in partition-

ing (e.g. branching angle (Pries et al., 1989)), others do

play a role such as the ratio of the two daughter branch

diameters and the mother vessel size. Future studies

should investigate these factors and how ESL-cell in-

teractions may depend on such factors.

RBCs are known to be able to squeeze through ves-

sel as small as 2.7 µm in size. In such cases, RBCs un-

dergo much larger deformations than those seen here. If

any physiological mechanisms depend solely on the level

of RBC deformation, such mechanisms would likely be

triggered more often and at greater strength in such

small vessels. At the same time, however, there are also

spatiotemporal aspects to many physiological mecha-

nisms in the microvasculature. For instance, release of

vasodilatory factors upstream of a bifurcation/earlier

can yield different flow dynamics in a given vessel net-

work than if such factors are released within the small-

est capillaries/later. Such considerations, however, are

beyond the scope of this study. Any implications this

study might have regarding physiological mechanisms

are limited to bifurcations similar in size and shape to

the one presented here.

4.5 Summary

In summary, the partitioning, deformation, and ESL

penetration of RBCs is affected by the hydraulic re-
sistivity and osmotic pressure difference in the ESL.

Increased obstruction effects for increased hydraulic re-

sistivity promote uniform partitioning, but only by a

relatively small margin. Increased flow centralization

and an increased resistance to compression correspond

to increased levels of hydraulic resistivity and osmotic

pressure difference, respectively, which usually corre-

lates with increased deformation. An increased resis-

tance to flow and compression also correlates with de-

creased ESL penetration, which helps explain deforma-

tion effects as well as the increased speed at which cells

can traverse bifurcations.
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